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p Ramm Dickens, vocals 
Aries
Rockers born under 
Aries are 
take-charge 
leaders, but tend 
to be cold and 
unapproachable. 
They often develop 
large and fragile 
egos and are likely 
to smash hotel 
rooms or throw 
whiskey bottles 
when they’re 
feeling unloved.

POWERS
Chops  Draw 2
Heart  Draw 1
Mojo  Draw 4
Muscle  Draw 3

DEFENSES
Speed  8
Vitality  16
Will   12

COOL MOVES
Suck it Up: Each member of the band gets one card 
back from her Shagged Out pile. Or else.

Dressing Down: Pick one band member to berate. Their 
Will drops to 4 for the rest of the scene, and your Mojo 
increases by +2 for the same duration.

Royal Tantrum: As long as you have stuff to throw, you 
can use your Mojo to attack foes’ Vitality defenses at a 
distance. (Ordinarily, it’s Muscle vs. Vitality and has to be 
toe-to-toe. Lasts until end of scene.
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yJack Bull, drums
Taurus
Rockers born under 
Taurus are strong 
and stocky, with a 
rebellious streak 
and a tendency to 
excess. They are 
ruled by their 
appetites and can 
be stubbornly 
fixated on their 
immediate needs. 
Despite their 
strength, they can 
be sluggish, lazy 
and hard to rouse. 
Their anger is slow 
to rise but volcanic 
when released.

POWERS
Chops  Draw 3
Heart  Draw 2
Mojo  Draw 1
Muscle  Draw 4

DEFENSES
Speed  12
Vitality  8
Will   16

COOL MOVES
Clobber: Double the value of your draw hand on a 
single Muscle challenge.

Hammer Blast: Add your Chops to your Muscle on all 
your Muscle challenges for the rest of the scene.

Moby Dick: For each turn Moby Dick is in play, you lose 
two cards to your Shagged Out pile but your band 
mates recover two cards to their draw hands for every 
turn they Have a Quick One (sit out). 
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Tess Twain , guitar
Gemini
Rockers born under 
Gemini are clever 
and capable, fast 
and lively. They 
develop attach-
ments to people 
easily and are just 
as easily disap-
pointed, giving 
them a reputation 
for being flighty. 
Gemini rockers 
play with plenty of 
passion, with 
lightning speed 
and a light touch.

POWERS
Chops  Draw 4
Heart  Draw 3
Mojo  Draw 2
Muscle  Draw 1

DEFENSES
Speed  16
Vitality  12
Will   8

COOL MOVES
Hammer-On: Add your Speed to the value of your draw 
hand on a single challenge.
 
Harmonics: Pick the next card from your draw deck and 
set it aside, face up. The numerical value of the card (or 
1 if a joker) is added to the value of your draw hand on 
each challenge for the rest of the scene. 

Sweep Pick: Discard one or more cards off the top of 
your draw deck to your Shagged Out pile, to a maxi-
mum of three cards. Your Chops increases by the same 
number for the rest of the scene.
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Steve Shelley, bass
Cancer
Rockers born under 
Cancer are often 
the emotional 
heart of the band, 
being happy to 
stay out of the 
spotlight and let 
others shine. They 
have impressive 
stamina for long 
jams and almost 
never take solos.

POWERS
Chops  Draw 2
Heart  Draw 4
Mojo  Draw 1
Muscle  Draw 3

DEFENSES
Speed  8
Vitality  16
Will   12

COOL MOVES
Take It: Can only be used to let another band member 
steal a solo, but can be used TWICE before disabling.

Driving Beat: For the rest of the scene, all band members 
get +3 Vitality.

All for One: For the rest of the scene, all band members’ 
jokers are worth the sum of the band’s Heart scores.
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